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Cross-cultural beliefs about gods’ concerns point to local socioecological 
challenges. Such appeals to gods’ concerns provide insights for under-
standing religious cognition specifically and the evolution of religious 
systems more generally. Here, we review case studies to this effect, 
and introduce the “god-problem problem”: to the extent that gods are 
concerned with local socioecological problems, which criteria does a 
problem need to satisfy in order to become an object of supernatural 
attention? We offer some preliminary solutions to this puzzle, which 
leads to a related, but often-overlooked, question: granted that features 
of religions may culturally evolve to adaptively fit to and resolve aspects 
of the local socioecological environment, what are the psychological 
processes through which this adaptation could occur? We wager that 
in order to answer the question satisfactorily, contemporary evolution-
ary approaches need to work together. Psychologically, the socioeco-
logical environment provides the initial impetus for a belief or practice 
by increasing the cognitive salience of a corresponding local problem 
and its costs. This increased receptivity makes such ideas and corol-
lary behaviors easier to learn and transmit along the routes posited by 
dual-inheritance theorists. Behaviors feed back to beliefs and can offset 
the costs of social life in a variety of ways. As such, examining how cog-
nition, social learning, behavior, and ecological pressures inform each 
other is especially crucial for understanding the persistence, diffusion, 
and evolution of religious ideas and practices.

Introduction
A guiding principle in the cognitive science of religion is that because people 
“perceive” unseen beings and their doings, they are essentially animist by 
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nature (Boyer 2001; Guthrie 1995). We fundamentally treat gods and other 
spiritual beings as minds, that is, as beings or agents with knowledge, percep-
tions, desires, interests, etc. (Andersen 2019; Baron-Cohen 1995; Premack 
and Woodruff 1978; Schjoedt et al. 2009). Of course, people often view 
divine minds as quite powerful and having influence on our lives and there 
is considerable cross-cultural evidence that when gods are thought to watch, 
care about, and punish us for our misconduct, we alter our behavior accord-
ingly (e.g., Johnson 2014; Lang et al. 2019).

Pursuing lines of previous work (McNamara and Purzycki 2020; Purzycki 
and McNamara 2016; Purzycki and Sosis 2011), we wager that peering into 
the minds and concerns of perceived gods tells us much about the world 
in which believers live, which provides invaluable clues to the evolution of 
religious systems, for instance, why gods seem to be associated with particu-
lar aspects of social life, and what role beliefs about gods then may play in 
influencing behavior in these social domains. In doing so, we address two 
currently unresolved but crucial issues that emerge from inquiry into the rela-
tionship between religious systems and the social ecologies in which they exist 
(see Alcorta and Sosis 2005; Hinde 2009; Lang and Kundt 2020; Purzycki 
and Sosis 2009; Sosis 2019). First, what evidence do we have that religions 
can adapt to correspond or even alleviate social problems? We survey some 
available case studies to this effect. We also introduce and offer preliminary 
solutions to the “god-problem problem”: if gods may indeed come to be asso-
ciated with local socioecological problems, what criteria does a problem need 
to satisfy in order to become an object of divine, or supernatural, attention? 
Second, to the extent that religions are indeed able to adapt to local condi-
tions, what are the psychological processes through which this can occur? We 
present and evaluate a range of human evolutionary approaches to this issue.

In our interrogation, we survey some of the available ethnographic 
knowledge1 about what gods care about and why. Unfortunately, despite 
the continual growth and change of cognitive and evolutionary sciences (see 
Geertz 2020 for a review), outside of isolated case studies (e.g., Purzycki 2011, 
2013, 2016; Shaver, Fraser et al. 2016; Singh et al. 2020), we currently have 
little in the way of reliable cross-cultural and individual-level data on beliefs 
about what the gods care about in different cultural contexts and why. We 
therefore conclude that the way forward for the cognitive and evolutionary 

1. Here, we take “ethnography” to refer to “the processes and products of research that 
document what people know, feel, and do in a way that situates those phenomena at 
specific times in the history of individual lives” (Handwerker 2001, 7) rather than, say, 
exclusive engagement in “thick description” (Geertz 1973). Engaging in ethnography 
therefore requires situating what people know and do in a systemic and dynamic set of 
“processes and products.”
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study of religion is to take these outstanding issues seriously by engaging in 
large-scale collaborative ethnographic efforts to collect data that can then fuel 
and refine current theoretical approaches (Purzycki and Watts 2018).

What gods want and why
For people who grew up in places where the Abrahamic traditions – Chris-
tianity, Islam, and/or Judaism – are the dominant religions, it is very easy 
to think that religion is “about” morality (see Beheim et al. 2019; McKay 
and Whitehouse 2015 for discussion). One reason is that the common view 
suggests that God (or Allah or Yahweh) is concerned with our moral con-
duct; God likes it when we are “good” to each other, and is angered or dis-
appointed when we are “bad” to each other. Of course, some even posit that 
God is responsible for articulating our moral code and that humanity would 
descend into chaos without it. With such considerations, religion is often 
casually claimed to be primarily “about” morality because God cares about it 
and brought about our standards (see Bloom 2012; Teehan 2016 for deeper 
considerations). Similarly, some claim that particular traditions are “about” 
violence and conflict because some might claim that their god wants people 
from another group to suffer in some fashion because of their immoral behav-
ior. While these generalizations might seem intuitive for those of us who are 
acquainted with the mores of the Abrahamic religions, there are many more 
religious traditions than these around the world. Indeed, the gods of many of 
the religious traditions of the world’s relatively smaller communities are not 
as obviously concerned with morality (e.g., theft, honesty, fairness, harm) as 
the Abrahamic god is thought to be (see Box 1 for further discussion).

While gods’ desires and personalities in myths show considerable variation, 
the gods that actively elicit humans’ devotional practices are concerned with a 
surprisingly narrow range of behaviors. These range from conserving natural 
resources to respecting local forms of etiquette, taboos, and ritual practices 
(Purzycki and McNamara 2016). In other words, while stories about gods 
might portray them as superhumans with very human-like desires, when peo-
ple believe that gods and spirits have some influence over their lives, the gods 
care about a select few and specific kinds of behaviors.

Further, these beliefs about gods’ concerns and interests are neither purely 
random nor ubiquitous cross-culturally. Instead, they appear – at least some-
times – to correspond to locally salient problems where indulging in self-
ishness hampers social life (see below). To illustrate, consider that among 
Tyvans of southern Siberia, local spirits, cher eezi (“masters of the place” or 
“spirit-masters”), get angry when people hunt in specific places and hunt or 
collect too much from the forest (Purzycki 2016). When Tyvans could just 
as easily project their desire to supplement their diets with the consump-
tion of wild game by suggesting that the spirit-masters want them to take as 
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many resources as they can, they instead view such spirits as concerned with 
self-regulation and moderation.

Likewise, in a recent field study of the Mentawai people on Siberut Island, 
Indonesia, Singh et al. (2020) report that the local water spirit, Sikameinan, 
primarily attacks people who do not share meat, but is not otherwise angered 

One of the most heated debates (see Beheim et al. 2019; Whitehouse 
et al. 2019) in the field right now revolves around when and why the 
so-called “moralistic” traditions – ones with gods that care about morality 
and/or have moral precepts associated with them (e.g., the Golden Rule) 
– developed in human history. Here, we define morality as a set of social 
norms and corollary behaviors that provide a benefit (i.e., the “good,” 
such as helpfulness, fairness, and generosity) or impose a cost (i.e., the 
“bad,” such as theft, deceit, and murder) on others (Alexander 1987; 
Purzycki et al. 2018a). Setting aside the fact that this debate was hailed 
as effectively resolved over fifty years ago by celebrated anthropologist E. 
E. Evans-Pritchard, who took it as obvious that small-scale societies have 
morally concerned deities (Evans-Pritchard 1965), the canonical view 
that developed later argues that the so-called “moralistic traditions” often 
associated with the “Axial Age” co-developed with social complexity 
(Botero et al. 2014). Others emphasize that beliefs in moralistic gods 
actually encouraged the expansion of the kinds of cooperation that sustain 
large urban environments and transcontinental empires (Norenzayan 
2013). Others still argue that wealth was the primary driver in the 
development of such beliefs (Baumard et al. 2015). Again, over a half-
century ago Evans-Pritchard dismissed this debate as moribund, but more 
recently, others suggest that small-scale societies did or do, in fact, have 
gods that cared about morality outside of cultural borrowing (Boehm 
2008; Johnson 2014) and seriously question the grounds upon which the 
debate rests. In fact, the earliest direct empirical assessment investigating 
the association between knowledge and concern of moral behavior and 
traditional spirits was quite recent (Purzycki 2011; Singh et al. 2020). 
Like many debates, the strength of conviction of its participants can often 
outweigh the clarity of their results. As it turns out, aside from the obvious 
fact that Christianity and Islam have spread around the globe, there are 
many reasons – conceptual, methodological, empirical, and theoretical – 
to be skeptical of any strong association between the so-called “moralistic” 
traditions and social complexity, wealth, or urbanity (Purzycki and Watts 
2018; Purzycki et al. 2018b).

Box 1. When did “moralistic” traditions evolve?
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much by violations of social conduct, such as stealing and lying (though 
there is some cross-community variation). These beliefs appear to motivate 
people to actually engage in meat sharing. Additionally, in cases of sickness 
that might have been caused by the dissatisfied Sikameinan, the Mentawai 
are compelled to pay amends in order to cure the illness by hosting healing 
rituals which involve, among a host of other elements, meat sharing.

Such cases underscore at least two points. First, the desires of gods and spirits 
are not simple ad hoc projections of individuals’ self-interests. It is, for instance, 
not obviously in an individual’s self-interests – at least in the short-term – to 
self-regulate hunting or meat sharing. Second, beliefs about gods’ concerns 
seem to point to a limited set of rather specific social dilemmas – or coopera-
tive “games” – that emerge from an intricate interplay between the local eco-
logical and social conditions (Bednar and Page 2007; Purzycki and Sosis n.d.; 
Smaldino and Lubell 2014), such as distribution and management of public 
goods. In other words, beliefs about gods are as much appeals to motivate one’s 
own and others’ behavior. What requires examination, then, is whether beliefs 
about gods’ minds simply point to social dilemmas, or if they can also help 
alleviate them by manipulating or inducing corresponding behaviours.

Religious systems and social ecologies
While few studies have simultaneously surveyed local religious beliefs, as well 
as modelled those beliefs’ potential causal effects on the larger cultural com-
plex, a wide range of field studies have examined how local religious systems 
may have self-organized adaptively (Sosis 2019). For instance, across many 
works on Balinese rice terraces, Lansing and colleagues have documented the 
importance of local “water temples,” where rice farmers coordinate the time 
of planting and harvesting in order to minimize the dual threat of water-de-
pletion and plant pests (e.g., Lansing 1987; Lansing et al. 2017). In a similar 
vein, the Martu of Western Australia engage in controlled and religiously 
motivated forest burning, which has been shown to increase species diversity 
and therefore increased availability of a particular prey species, monitor lizards 
(e.g., Bird et al. 2005; Bliege Bird et al. 2012). On Vanua Levu island in Fiji, 
kava-drinking ceremonies have been suggested to serve as opportunities for 
achieving status and developing social alliances among young males (Shaver 
and Sosis 2014). Among the Tsembaga of Papua New Guinea, an intricate 
system of taboos and traditions, which culminate in occasional religious fes-
tivals, appear to simultaneously serve the functions of regulating the local pig 
population as well as ensuring predictable cycles of conflict and peace among 
neighboring tribes (Rappaport 1968). Religious traditions may also play a 
role in reducing paternity uncertainty through features such as menstrual 
huts and taboos among the Dogon people of Mali (Strassmann et al. 2012) 
and veiling among Muslims (Pazhoohi et al. 2017). Some divination rituals, 
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such as the benge practiced by the Azande (Evans-Pritchard 1928), might 
function to resolve slight interpersonal conflicts by effectively randomizing 
the behavioral outcome, since randomization of behavioral strategies coordi-
nates individuals’ choices when stakes are not too high (Leeson 2014). And, 
of course more generally, a growing body of literature shows that various ele-
ments of religious beliefs and behaviors have other functional effects, such as 
increasing prosociality and fostering social bonding (e.g., Graham and Haidt 
2010; Norenzayan et al. 2016; Whitehouse and Lanman 2014; Xygalatas and 
Lang 2016). In sum, religious traditions appear closely and systematically 
aligned with problems of coordination and cooperation.2

This ethnographic tour illustrates that a) gods and spirits are primarily con-
cerned with a limited set of non-random, salient features of social ecologies, 
and b) such beliefs and their derived behavioral manifestations have the poten-
tial to help maintain the larger cultural complex through individual benefits 
that are otherwise lost in selfish transactions. We want to stress again that 
beliefs are not simply motivations underlying individual behaviors or ration-
alizations justifying one’s obligations. Rather, expressing beliefs about gods’ 
desires are also rhetorical appeals – techniques to affect others’ behavior. If that 
is the case, then part of the cross-cultural variation we see in beliefs and their 
lack of self-interest begins to make much more sense. As such, cultural beliefs 
– understood here as both internal, associative representations and as rhetor-
ical appeals in inter-human interactions – constrain the potential behavioral 
repertoire of a community. Since gods appear to care about behaviors that 
people should do together, or shouldn’t do to each other, beliefs about gods 
might reflect a cultural technology designed to align the behaviors of people 
in mutually beneficial – but individually costly – ways (Shariff et al. 2014).

When would religious solutions, then, outcompete secular appeals? Here, 
too, gods’ concerns might provide clues. Compared to their secular coun-
terparts, appeals to gods appear to be better for long-term organizing in a 
few ways. First, beliefs in gods and spirits whose presence cannot be verified 
might contribute to the longevity of the tradition, since individuals might 
be more inclined to engage in costly behaviors because a mysterious being 
cares about them. Sosis and Bressler (2003) provide evidence suggesting that 
religious communes can outlast their secular counterparts. Second, religion’s 
social functions are not necessarily obvious to the believers themselves (e.g., 
Atran and Henrich 2010), thus making their costs and benefits less “hacka-

2. In many such ethnographic cases (see also, e.g., Reynolds and Tanner 1995) it remains 
unknown whether the seemingly adaptive religious behaviors are associated with 
widespread beliefs about the local gods caring about these specific behavioral domains, 
as was the explicit focus in the Tyvan and Mentawai case studies. We expect similar cases 
to these are likely to be found among many of the world’s religious systems, awaiting 
investigation more methodologically rigorous than anecdotes.
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ble” and less susceptible to Machiavellian schemes. Indeed, it might be the 
case that widespread ignorance of the functions of traditions might help 
preserve the tradition: if people thought of their gods as mere social con-
structions that contributed to society in various ways, such beliefs might be 
easily outcompeted by secular institutions (Johnson 2014). Third, justifying 
or organizing a practice with appeals to powerful gods might, ceteris paribus, 
be cheaper than the coordination costs required of strictly secular institutions 
(Rossano 2020). In other words, why waste more time and effort drafting 
policy and policing over-hunting or meat-sharing norms when a god can? 
Gods are relatively cheap ways to mobilize populations and narrow the range 
of possibilities of reasons for why people might engage in such behaviors.

However, the idea that religions can be relatively better solutions to coop-
eration and coordination problems leads to another related quandary: to 
the extent that gods and spirits appear concerned with only a limited set of 
behaviors in quite specific contexts, what criteria are necessary for problems 
to become objects of divine, or supernatural, attention? We coin this puzzle 
the “god-problem problem.” As we discussed, the many ethnographic exam-
ples mentioned above suggest that religions are associated with non-random, 
salient, and costly features of social life. However, not all non-random, costly 
features of social life are “god-problems.” We posit that cross-culturally, gods 
are likely to be associated with a) salient and b) costly c) social dilemmas 
that have d) relatively ambiguous payoffs that are e) difficult to monitor and 
police by secular means and/or f ) more effectively policed with beliefs about 
supernatural sanctions.

The “god-problem problem”
To illustrate, consider two further ethnographic cases. In Tyva, spirit-mas-
ters are not only angered by greediness with natural resources; they are also 
associated with taboos surrounding ritual cairns and, specifically, they get 
upset if ritual offerings are not performed at cairns (Purzycki 2016). Globally, 
ritual cairns are known to appear in pastoralist societies (Sierksma 1963), and 
it has been suggested that cairns and other places of ritual significance are 
strategically located in the landscape, for instance at territorial borders and 
points of common interests (e.g., natural springs; Purzycki 2010). Adhering 
to the local rituals signals trustworthiness (Purzycki and Arakchaa 2013), and 
cairns thus may function as a way to curb instances of over-exploitation and 
territorial trespassing and, in turn, reduce costly conflict between neighbor-
ing individuals and groups. This case supports the criteria for god-problems 
listed above, in that territoriality is a social dilemma with salient and real 
costs (Purzycki and Sosis n.d). Conceivably, since territories cover vast and 
sparsely inhabited land, the dilemma is also both difficult to police by secular 
means (e.g., patrolling) and the pay-offs are ambiguous (e.g., not performing 
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rituals saves time, effort and material goods, but being caught trespassing is 
potentially very costly) without the notion of supernatural monitoring.

As a contrasting case, consider Henrich and Henrich’s (2010) study of 
pregnancy-related food taboos in Fiji. The authors found that the tabooed 
marine species (i.e., the species that pregnant and breast-feeding women are 
not allowed to consume) corresponded precisely to those species that carry 
the highest levels of toxins, to which pregnant and lactating women and their 
offspring are particularly vulnerable. While such taboos appear adaptive, Fiji-
ans do not evidently think of them as supernaturally sanctioned. The authors 
speculate that “this is because compliance with the taboo is pretty high (threats 
of social sanctions or of harm to one’s infant seem sufficient to maintain them), 
so threats of supernatural sanctions may be unnecessary to sustain the adaptive 
behavior” (Henrich and Henrich 2010, suppl. mat., 36). In other words, the 
costs of violating the taboo are clear, unambiguous, with a predictable out-
come likelihood, and are relatively easy to sanction and police in a secular way.

There might, however, be a further reason why these taboos would not be 
associated with any supernatural attention Since the interests of the actors 
involved (the pregnant or lactating women, their families and the surround-
ing community) are aligned (or at least not in any conflict) toward the same 
outcome, namely, avoiding the consumption of toxic foods, the Fijian preg-
nancy-related food taboos do not obviously represent an actual social dilemma.

Thus, to reiterate, gods might be invoked in order to change the (perceived) 
costs of defection in actual social dilemmas that are for various reasons salient 
and/or costly, difficult to police by secular means, more efficiently sanctioned 
by supernatural attention, and/or when pay-offs are not immediately obvi-
ous. We think that such considerations provide valuable clues to predict-
ing when certain human problems become god-problems. If it is the case 
that cultural models of what gods want point to ways people can resolve 
local problems, what are the processes by which particular cultural variants 
become widespread? We now turn to that question.

Gods’ minds evolving
To recap, religious beliefs appear associated with behaviors that are individu-
ally costly but provide mutualistic benefits – at least under some as of yet not 
well-understood conditions. Notably, while religious behaviors and beliefs 
can serve psychological and social functions (McNamara and Purzycki 2020), 
these functions are not necessarily obvious to the individuals performing the 
behavior or holding the belief. Unlike tools and domesticated animals that 
are often selected through deliberate, direct means to perform a specific func-
tion (i.e., “guided variation”; Boyd and Richerson 1985), so much of religion 
– like cultural behaviors and traditions in general – appears to escape the 
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awareness of constituents. Indeed, beliefs are merely tags of a much larger 
suite of processes, both synchronic and diachronic (Purzycki and McNamara 
2015).3 An interesting – but rarely articulated – question therefore is: through 
which psychological processes can religions evolve to serve local adaptive functions 
in human groups, even outside the conscious or explicit representation of those 
functions? We posit that this should be a central question in the cognitive 
science of religion, but acknowledge that various views in the evolutionary 
social sciences (see Box 2) might answer this question differently.

Culture: “evoked” or “transmitted”?
In the evolutionary psychological literature, two such general processes are 
often proposed to explain the stability and evolution of cultural beliefs and 
practices: evoked culture and transmitted culture (Tooby and Cosmides 1992; 
see Norenzayan 2006 for a brief review; see Bendixen 2019 for a discussion 
of these processes in the related field of evolutionary political psychology). 
Evoked culture refers to information that is the output of the functions of 
universal cognitive mechanisms triggered by factors in the local environment. 
Hence, beliefs and behaviors can converge cross-culturally because humans 
share an underlying psychology that generates similar representations due 
to similar inputs, but also diverge because people inhabit different environ-
ments that trigger different parts of human evolved cognition. Evoked cul-
ture has been proposed as an explanation of cultural variation in a range of 
domains, including ritualization (Liénard and Lawson 2008; Terrizzi 2017) 
and the rise of moralistic gods,4 food sharing (Janicki and Krebs 1998), son/
daughter favoritism (Mahalingam 2007), “folk-economic beliefs,”5 as well as 

3. The obvious implication of this acknowledgment is that the ethnographic present might 
merely give us hints about past dilemmas; what gods care about now might tell us about 
a vestigial set of practices that have little or no bearing on individuals. Such beliefs and 
practices might nevertheless shed some light on the formation of the system itself. This is 
one reason why longitudinal data – or at least some sense of history – is critical.

4. Baumard et al. do not use the exact term “evoked culture.” Instead, they claim that 
different life-history strategies, and thereby different religious and moral representations, 
are “triggered by environmental cues, such as the harshness or unpredictability of 
environments” (2015, 12). In our view, this process appears sufficiently close to the 
concept of evoked culture to merit lumping together. For recent critical reviews on the use 
of life-history theory in the human evolutionary sciences, see Baldini (2015), Purzycki et 
al. 2018, Sear (2020), Stearns and Rodrigues (2020), and Zietsch and Sidari (2019).

5. Like Baumard et al. (2015) (previous note), Boyer and Petersen do not use the exact term 
“evoked culture.” However, they explain away variation in laypeople’s beliefs about politics 
and the economy as partly the product of “the differential activation of domain-specific 
cognitive systems due to variation in available cues” (Boyer and Petersen 2018b, 54; see 
also 2018a). We posit here that this is essentially an endorsement of an evoked culture 
view (cf. Bendixen 2019).
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sex differences in personality and mating preferences (Gangestad et al. 2006a; 
Kaiser 2019; Schmitt 2006). In most of these specific cases, researchers posit 
that evoked cultural variation arises as a function of either the severity of local 
pathogen stress (Schaller 2006) or the “harshness”/“unpredictability” of the 
environment (but see, e.g., Baldini 2015; Sear 2020; Purzycki et al. 2018b; 
Stearns and Rodrigues 2020; Zietsch and Sidari 2019).

There are three general and ultimately overlapping evolutionary approaches 
to understanding the religious beliefs and behaviors of living humans: 
evolutionary psychology (EP), human behavioral ecology (HBE), and 
dual inheritance theory (DIT) (Laland and Brown 2011; Shaver et al. 
2016; Smith 2017). Each style tends to emphasize its own particular 
pathway of explanation for any given trait. As any focused approach 
requires sacrificing other important relationships, these styles tend to 
overlook important alternative pathways, highlighted by the dotted 
lines. EP, for example, often emphasizes the role of evoked culture, where 
environmental features, E, trigger evolved modules, Xi, that correspond 
to the generation of individuals’ behaviors and beliefs (again, Xi). We refer 
to any biologically-rooted cognitive functions that transform inputs rather 
than just learn their content as “modules” (Purzycki and Willard 2016).

Here, traits and their convergence are explained by individuals’ (hence 
the subscript i) mental faculties, not by any cultural transmission across 
them as emphasized in DIT. In EP, the traits, ideas, and beliefs that people 
express might appear to be transmitted, but they come from within,” as 
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Transmitted culture refers to ideas and practices that spread through social 
learning. In contrast to an evoked view, which strictly depends on a large 
number of domain-specific input systems, a social learning view assumes 
human psychological machinery to be more domain-general in nature. While 
proponents of social learning approaches to religion, and cultural evolution 
in general, do not reject the existence of a rich psychology in humans (e.g., 
Henrich et al. 2008; Norenzayan et al. 2016), they instead argue that social 
learning is crucial for understanding how beliefs diffuse, evolve, and stabilize 
across time, space, individuals and environments (Atran and Henrich 2010; 
Gervais and Henrich 2010).

In both evoked and transmitted culture, the content of a cultural trait 
can influence the probability that this trait will increase or decrease in fre-
quency. If a cultural trait resonates with one or more cognitive biases (e.g., 
Morin 2015), or if it is obviously beneficial (e.g., pay-off bias: McElreath et 
al. 2008), then that cultural trait will tend to spread culturally. For instance, 
most cognitive scholars of religion agree that human psychology is sensitive 
to the presence and intentions of other beings – even beings that we can-
not perceive directly. This explains our propensity to anthropomorphize our 
surroundings: spirits, ghosts, and gods are often perceived of as human-like 
(Guthrie 1995). Thus, our mentalizing capabilities can be said to constitute 
a content bias (see Henrich and McElreath 2003). While this content may 
increase the likelihood of transmission and retention because it resonates 

outputs of the activated modules) or both (Purzycki 2016). How then  
to synthesize these approaches, as applied to the study of the minds of 
gods? In our view, there is no single evolved psychological system that 
is specifically responsible for the generation of god types (i.e., no “god 
module”). Instead, as pressing problems mount, the human nervous 
system – that is typically already equipped with a notion of a powerful, 
spiritual mind through a combination of social learning and the 
harnessing of evolved mentalizing systems – become more likely to learn 
and associate an extant religious technology with new associations that 
correspond to such problems. This makes the transmission and retention 
of relatively novel associations more likely (i.e., content-biased learning), 
and the success of the new variant further depends on standard avenues 
of transmission (e.g., prestige and conformity-biased learning). Here, 
then, we suspect that any social learning account of religion without 
attention to the environment is both incomplete and inadequate, just 
as is the case for any evoked culture account that ignores social learning.

Box 2. Styles of evolutionary thinking as applied to gods’ minds.
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with some deeper cognitive system, the content may also contribute to limit-
ing the amount a concept is likely to drift through time at both the individual 
and group levels (Sperber 1996).

There is no a priori reason to think that evoked and transmitted culture are 
mutually exclusive processes, and it is likely that both kinds of processes are 
important for making sense of cultural phenomena (see e.g., Gangestad et al. 
2006b; Nettle 2009; Norenzayan 2006; Schaller 2006; Tooby and Cosmides 
1992, 67). Given this, what is the best way to characterize the cultural evolu-
tion of beliefs about gods’ concerns?

Evoked and transmitted culture in the wild
Consider again as an illustration the Tyvan spirit-masters’ concern with 
over-exploitation of natural resources. Granting that such a belief is culturally 
evolved and may serve adaptive functions (such as preserving game), is this 
belief “evoked” or “transmitted”? If it were purely evoked, it would mean that 
environmental factors (e.g., cues of finite resources) trigger certain cognitive 
mechanisms and from this activation springs the belief.  However, we argue 
that there are at least two potential problems with this evoked view, both 
specifically in this case and in general.

The potential problem with the evoked explanation specifically is that we 
need to assume – and empirically substantiate – the existence of domain-spe-
cific cognitive mechanisms that are sensitive to resource scarcity or abundance 
(or any such ecological condition) in the local environment, and that this 
cognitive mechanism can then feed into belief construction. The potential 
problem with the evoked explanation generally is that cultural populations 
may maintain traditional beliefs even when their environment shifts – or, 
relatedly, the fact that populations inhabiting the same kinds of environments 
may have very different cultural beliefs and behaviors. This suggests that 
social learning processes can maintain cultural beliefs and practices relatively 
independent of ecological inputs and any evoked notions, even if evocation 
may have contributed to the genesis of a given set of beliefs or behaviors. 
Indeed, available cross-cultural evidence is consistent with this observation: 
at some points in time, various traits are merely vestigial carry-overs from 
previous generations rather than any response to environmental factors (see 
note 3; Guglielmino et al. 1995; Hewlett et al. 2002).

Further, through social learning, cultural traits can evolve over time. 
Humans are cognitively equipped with “social learning strategies” that flexi-
bly guide when and from whom to learn (see Kendal et al. 2018, for a recent 
review). These include, among others, conformity (disproportionately learn-
ing from the majority) and prestige (learning from prestigious or successful 
individuals). In formal evolutionary models, such learning biases generally 
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help organisms to zero in on locally adaptive behavior where it pays to copy 
(Boyd and Richerson 1985) – although they might also drive populations 
to sub-optimal or even maladaptive equilibria. There is evidence for these 
kinds of social learning biases in humans from laboratory and natural exper-
iments (see Henrich 2015, for a review; but see Lewens 2015, for a critical 
perspective on this literature). Thus, human social learning psychology on the 
individual level can help traditions stabilize on generally adaptive beliefs and 
behaviors on the aggregate level (Smaldino 2014). This view – where popula-
tions over time evolve to fit and exploit their environments through advanced 
social learning and cumulative culture, combined with serendipitous innova-
tion events (Boyd and Richerson 1985) – is a contrasting (though not neces-
sarily exclusive) perspective on cultural evolution to the evoked culture view, 
where populations adapt to their local milieu via environmental triggers on 
innate cognitive structures.

However, as should be clear from our discussion above, in the context of 
making sense of appeals to gods, any scenario purely driven by social learn-
ing that does not also pay due attention to behaviors and the costly contex-
tual pressures in which people express them is severely limited. More broadly, 
cross-cultural variation in religion is difficult to account for adequately without 
minding local socioecological constraints, inputs, and behavioral ecology of the 
tradition (Box 2; Bendixen and Purzycki, in press; Purzycki et al. 2014; Shaver 
2015; Shaver and Sosis 2014b; Shaver et al. 2016; Sosis and Bulbulia 2011).

Again, a few additional case studies serve as helpful illustrations of how a 
pluralistic approach can help understand the evolution of religion. In Tyva, 
alcohol consumption is increasingly considered something that the local spir-
it-masters (Purzycki 2016) and Buddha (Purzycki and Holland 2019) are 
angered by, presumably as a response to the devastating effects of alcohol 
abuse in the region. In Taiwan, the goddess of the sea, Mazu, has recently 
become associated with an anti-nuclear agenda (Shih 2012). This seems to 
have occurred after an oracle of Mazu “accurately” predicted the construc-
tion, but subsequent non-operation, of a nuclear power plant, and Mazu is 
now considered a patron goddess of the local anti-nuclear energy movement. 
More generally, “eco-spirituality,” or “eco-theology,” is becoming prominent 
in some world religious circles, such as among American Christians, pre-
sumably as a result of an increased social and political focus on environmen-
talism in recent decades (Sponsel 2014). There is also preliminary evidence 
that “eco-spiritual” attitudes are associated with increased pro-environmental 
behavior (Baimel 2019).

Here, then, we have cases of quite recent cultural evolution, where age-old 
religious traditions become associated with quite specific – and modern – 
behavioral domains. In turn, these case studies are not obviously handled 
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well by “evoked” or social learning approaches alone or in tandem without 
appreciating the environments in which these complexes evolve. We lay out 
our reasoning in the following.

Socio-ecology in the evolution of religion
If we explain these recently evolved beliefs solely on the basis of learning it 
from religious specialists (i.e., prestigious individuals), there would be no 
limit to what specialists like shamans and priests could tell their constituents 
and have them retain and believe. But of course, there is a massive gulf – if 
not downright inconsistencies – between the knowledge held by the religious 
specialist and the laity (Purzycki and Holland 2019; Spiro et al. 1987, 194). 
These quite novel beliefs also cannot have been “evoked,” since we would 
then have to postulate cognitive modules that specifically attend to these very 
specific and modern issues. We suspect no one would seriously entertain the 
existence of reliably-developing modules for alcohol consumption, nuclear 
energy or greenhouse gasses.

Instead, we posit that attending to the costs of local socio-ecological con-
ditions on some level is a crucial component for making sense of the cultural 
evolution of religious concepts (Bendixen and Purzycki, in press). Simply put, 
with the “god-problem problem” in mind, we argue that gods come to care 
about things that their local communities (i.e., measurable networks of inter-
personal relations) need them to care about in order to sustain relative stability.

In a similar line of reasoning, Boyer (2001) argues that gods are associated 
with “socially strategic information” because an agent that knows and cares 
about our behavior is intuitive; we have cognitive machinery that makes a 
morally concerned agent easier to comprehend and more salient, thus more 
likely to be retained and transmitted across minds through time. How-
ever, alcoholism and alcohol-related social problems are pandemic in Tyva 
(Semyonova et al. 2014), a problem – as with nuclear energy for Taiwanese 
anti-nuclear activists and environmental demise in some American Chris-
tian circles – that is already encoded in individuals as potentially devastating. 
If alcohol abuse – or any other socioecological problem – is more likely to 
become associated with “spirit-masters” – or any other supernatural agent – 
it is not, we submit, because humans intuitively evoke the association with 
gods and alcoholism or that one simply learned the association from peers or 
specialists. Instead, alcohol abuse is already considered a salient, devastating 
social problem, and since gods are already associated with the regulation of 
the costs and benefits of social life, it is therefore easier to accept and subse-
quently transmit in association with gods. These costly aspects of social life 
prime people to be more open to associating powerful, dominant, supernatu-
ral agents with specific interest in methods that can alleviate those problems. 
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Those methods (e.g., organizing activist groups around the resistance of such 
threats or individually foregoing consumption) can be quite individually 
costly. The question that the future holds is whether or not such methods – if 
expressed – will contribute to solutions that feed back into religious appeals.

So, in conclusion, how do we explain the origin and diffusion of beliefs 
about gods’ minds, such as the Tyvan spirit-masters’ concern with over-ex-
ploitation and alcohol abuse, Mazu’s association with nuclear energy and 
“eco-spiritual” movements in world religions? The first building block is 
fundamental human cognitive mechanisms, such as our mentalizing capa-
bilities, which infuse our surroundings and the forces of nature with agency 
and intention, and populate the world with unseen but interested agents 
(i.e., content biases). Now, whether a specific belief about these supernatural 
agents (e.g., that an agent cares about environmental protection or alcohol-
ism) originally arises out of serendipity or whether it is “evoked” or made 
salient by the environment in some way is an interesting empirical ques-
tion and something that might require evaluation on a case-by-case basis. 
However, when such a belief becomes an available option to incorporate, 
cognitively and culturally, it can spread through cultural transmission, for 
instance because it is espoused by prestigious individuals (prestige bias) and/
or because its associated behavior has adaptive value (pay-off bias). Once it 
becomes more popular, conformity biases may set in to spread the belief even 
further and to make it compatible with the current worldviews of the local 
population (Soerensen 2004). Hence, religious beliefs are complex products 
of evolved psychology (e.g., mentalizing and moralizing), cultural transmis-
sion dynamics (e.g., conformity and prestige bias) as well as the processes that 
associated them with particular behavioral strategies in locally-salient, costly, 
socioecological dilemmas (e.g., problems with resource management) (Ben-
dixen and Purzycki, in press; Purzycki and McNamara 2016).

Moving forward in the cross-cultural study of religious beliefs
In this paper, we considered various approaches to the evolutionary study of 
religious beliefs, behaviors, and appeals, and attempted to exploit their var-
ious benefits by positing that cultural beliefs about gods’ minds reflect local 
pressures and that this reflection is the result of a combination of a sensitivity 
to salient local problems, spiritual beings, and social learning. As a result, 
religious systems may adaptively evolve to fit local socioecological conditions.

A puzzle that falls out of a view of religions as adaptive systems is the 
“god-problem problem”: What does it take for a social problem to become 
an object of supernatural attention? We argued that to the extent that gods 
are conceived to care about inter-human behavior, available evidence suggests 
that gods generally are expected to become concerned with social dilemmas 
that are game theoretical in nature, costly, salient, difficult to police by secular 
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means, more efficiently sanctioned by supernatural beliefs, and/or where pay-
off structures are non-obvious.

While the topic of what gods want has been an age-old topic of fascination 
for our species, as we mentioned in the introduction, we really have very little 
in the way of reliable data on the topic. One way to move forward in inves-
tigating if and how religions somehow played an integral role in human evo-
lution is to conduct large-scale, longitudinal cross-cultural studies (Purzycki 
and Watts 2018). Studies that investigate individuals from a range of different 
habitats, subsistence methods, cultural histories, and religious backgrounds 
using a mix of both qualitative (e.g., ethnographic interviews) and quanti-
tative (e.g., rigorous experimental and statistical approaches) methods while 
also keeping in sharp focus the formal foundations of modern evolutionary 
theory. Such research is a major challenge to plan, conduct, and manage, but 
the potential gain would have a long-lasting impact on the knowledge we 
have about where we come from and where we are going as – possibly – the 
only religious species on the planet. Systematic research on firm theoretical 
grounds – rather than loose speculation and fuzzy declarations – makes it 
possible to peer into the “minds of gods” and uncover the diverse functions 
that various beliefs about gods’ minds can play in human social life.
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